Abstract: From aeronautic equipment to aeronautic weapons, all use a large number of electronic element as it's cell. The reliability of aeronautic equipment system is dependent on the reliability of aeronautic electron system to largeer extent. The reliability of aeronautic electron system affects the aeronautic equipment's work and effectiveness directly. In this paper, a multiple objective programming model is set up from the electronic element's redundance control and a method is given to solve this problem from the mathematical analysis.
Introduction
The reliability is one of the important indicators that we are considering in the demonstration analysis and research of the aviation equipment and aviation weapon. The reliability of aeronautic equipment system is dependent on the reliability of aeronautic electron system in largeer extent. The reliability of aeronautic electron system affect the aeronautic equipment's work and effectiveness directly. And the improvement of the electronic system's reliability depends on the improving of the electronic component's reliability. However because of the limitation of production process and materials, when the reliability of the electronic components can't be improved further, to further improve the reliability of system, only use redundancy of the electronic component to realize. Due to the introduction of redundant components will lead to the increase of the system's size, weight and cost inevitably, it affected the mobility, survival ability and combat effectiveness of the aviation equipment and aviation weapon. Therefore when using electronic component redundancy to improve system reliability , We must also consider the system's size, weight and cost factors in order to achieve the overall optimization .
Suppose b R is the reliability of a single electronic component (or subsystems), then the reliability of the parallel system that is composed by n independent and identical components is
Then the number of the redundant components is
V and b G is the cost, volume and weight of the electronic component unit respectively, then the redundant system's cost, volume and weight can be expressed respectively as
Although this redundant method can improve the system's reliability, but because it backup all the basic components for the same numbers, so it increased cost, volume and weight of the system. In order to both meet the requirements of the system's reliability and reasonably reduce system's size, weight and cost, we establish the redundancy optimization model as following.
Redundancy Optimization Model Is Established
Suppose the unit is constituted of by k different basic components in series. The reliability, cost, volume and weight of the first i element are i R , i C , i V and i G respectively. Our goal is to make the redundant system's cost, volume and weight reache the minimum under the premise of reliability meet certain requirements. In order to meet the requirements of system reliability, we adopt the following redundancy method . The first i subsystem is composed of i kind of basic component that consists of i n independent elements in parallel. If the reliability sp R that system requirements is large (close to 1), then the system's failure rate
close to zero. The redundant reliability of the first i subsystem is
In the formula, i F is each basic component's failure rate of the first i subsystem, Therefore the reliability of redundant systems is
After the redundant, the system's cost, volume and weight are respectively
. So we establish redundancy control optimization model as following MOP1:
Obviously, this is a multi-objective nonlinear integer programming problem.
To Solve the Optimization Model
The method of calculating the MOP1 optimization model is discussed below. Because nonlinear integer programming problem has no efficient algorithm up to now. So we find out MOP1 continuous optimal solution firstly, then use the enumeration method and multi-index decision method to find the satisfied integer solutions.
Because of the complexity of the constraint condition of MOP1, whether using the linear weighted, ideal point or target constraint method, turn it into a single objective planning to deal with is very complicated or impossible. Below we through the variable transformation, and combine mathematics analysis method and mathematical programming method, to solve the problem satisfactorily.
We make variable substitution :
By (2),
Requirements the redundant system's reliability is not less than sp R , it must be
The (3), (4) But it is very difficult to solve ) (w p because of the complexity of the objective function. We put its inequality constraints into equality constraint firstly. Then wo using the Lagrange multiplier method and equivalent infinitesimal substitution to solve the problem easily and obtain satisfactory results.
We 
When the required reliability of the system is 
The (8) 
By (9) calculate i β . Plug in (4) calculate i n and enumerated integer we can find out optimal redundant numbers. Then plug in MOP1 we can get satisfactory solution of original problem. This kind of method provides a feasible algorithm for the reliability optimization and redundancy control problems.
Case Analysis
A system in a certain type fighter is composed of three elements. The cost, volume, weight and failure rate of each element are shown in table 1. Requirements through the redundant configuration to make the system's reliability is Analyse: By (3.7), (3.2), we get i β and i n in the last two columns of table 1. In the continuous solutions of i n enumerated integer. When 2 n =2, then 2 R =0.975 and sp R <0.97, It did not meet the requirement of system reliability. Therefore, n = 2 solutions are not feasible. Other redundancy schemes and the targets can be seen in table 2.
Among the four schemes in table 2, scheme 2 can not meet the needs of MOP1 constraints, so it is not feasible solution. The system reliability of scheme 1, 3, 4 were greater than 0.98 and meet the constraint conditions of MOP1, so they are feasible schemes.
In the feasible schemes, by three targets cost, volume and weight we can see, the three target values of redundancy scheme 1 are greater than (inferior to) the corresponding target values of scheme 3, 4. So the scheme 1 is a bad scheme. The three target values of scheme 3 are less than (better than) the corresponding target values of scheme 1, 4. So the scheme 3 is the best redundancy optimization scheme. 
Conclusion
The system component's redundancy optimization configuration method that wo discussed is based on the strict mathematical programming theory and scientific analysis method. This method not only scientific and reliable, and convenient and feasible for the aircraft subsystem's reliability redundancy optimization.
